
 

 

Duke 

William Shakespeare’s tragicomedy Measure for Measure initially establishes a “noble figure” who is 

“pregnant” with the grand decrees of leadership that he presents. Yet, the political machinations of 

the Duke lie at the center of the play’s plotline and eventually the audience discovers that the Duke 

is indeed more nuanced than he purports to be. We see his ethically questionable verdicts tarnish 

his dissolute veneer of a “holy father” within the “dark corners” of a depraved Vienna – and further, 

the audience view this egotistical leader as a man who seeks for the preservation of his reputation 

and “name” over “the nature of the people.” But whilst Shakespeare questions his apparently 

unscrupulous nature, we see his ultimate desire for the reform and rectification of the moral 

decadence of Vienna and it is this underlying intention that suggests a leader who works for the best 

interests of his city. Within the Duke’s multifaceted character, Shakespeare stresses the importance 

of recognizing his complexities in character and that simply dismissing him as a manipulative leader 

who roams the “dark corners” does not do him adequate justice.  

The duplicitous and enigmatic nature of the Duke’s conducts renders him a scheming character who 

exploits his power to manipulate others. What problematizes the Duke’s decision to abandon his 

duties and appoint the “precise” Lord Angelo is the fact that he knows Angelo’s “snow-broth blood” 

will lead to further demise for the Vienna he is set to govern – even if Angelo does not know it 

himself. In fact, the Duke encourages Angelo to “do as your soul seems good”, deliberately 

emphasizing for Angelo to apply his “tyranny” that he himself admits to Friar Thomas will only be 

“too dreadful.” This revelation, in conjunction with his slyly rhyming couplet “hence shall we see” 

what “our seemers be”- injecting an evasive and devious air as he concludes his surreptitious 

explanation-  also suggests an ulterior motive: to set up Angelo’s fall from his puritanical pretence. 

The fate of Vienna therefore seems incredibly bleak following the Duke’s manipulation of the “strict 

deputy.” However, it is his exploitation of the “friar’s habit” when planning the bed-trick that serves 

as the epitome of his scheming façade. The fact that it “gives [Isabella] content” to see Mariana take 

her place in to fall under the hands of Angelo’s “intemperate lust” despite previously so strenuously 

defending her chastity compounds the Duke’s duplicity. Not only is Isabella fooled to believe the 

Duke’s apparent celestial wisdom as a friar is of “most prosperous perfection”, but she is rendered 

delusional to the imminent suffering that Mariana will endure. The Duke has known for a long time 

that Mariana was “left… in her tears”, however is able to so conveniently propose a devious solution 

that exploits her without any justification given the role he adopts – a well-respected paragon of 

morality in the Jacobean society. Thus, it is here that Shakespeare highlights his calculating 

character: one who revels in the power he holds, mysterious in his motivations and deceitful actions.  

However, it would be difficult to dismiss the fact that the Duke does indeed have some benevolent 

intents for the rectification of Vienna’s depraved society. The Duke repents having “let” the “needful 

laws…slip”, illustrating the guilt encapsulated in his concession. In fact, another reason he appoints 

the “strict” Angelo is because he does not want the “rod” that is the law to “become more mocked 

than feared” – a metaphor that depicts the lack of power that the judicial system currently holds 

over its people, underlining his motivation to remedy the unbalanced social dynamic. In this way, 

what the Duke discovers is the principal that “correction and instruction” must “both work ‘ere this 

rude beast will profit”, essentially indicating that to fix the depraved Vienna, justice tempered with 

mercy is required. Recognizing such a philosophy, in lieu of immediately sentencing Angelo to death 

for his crime as the laws decree, what the Duke’s mercy allows Angelo to do is “entreat it” and 

regret it. So much so, his deed in fact “stick … in [his] penitent heart” – lyrical metaphor of the deep-

seated guilt that Angelo now embodies. His “heart”, representing his core morals and humanity, is 



 

 

what the Duke is able to change for the better – he knows that “better times … come” when “this 

mercy [is] provided.” The benefits of the Duke’s ruling are compounded by the fact that not only is 

Angelo able to “profit” and learn from it, but the consummated marriage to Mariana also 

reintegrates her back into society despite previously residing in the “moated grange” – a symbol of 

her isolation. Indeed, as he dictates “her worth worth yours” the Duke uplifts the social standing of 

women in the patriarchal society through these marriages, and such a feat renders it difficult to 

pigeonhole the Duke as a simply manipulative leader – he is able to, to an extent, improve the 

society he governs. 

Yet again, despite his intention to remedy Vienna, above all else, it is his reputation and personal 

desires that takes precedent over others in the end. As well as wanting “trumpets” for his return in 

the denouement of the play – a rather aggrandizing request – what is most striking is when he 

orders Lucio to be “whipped… and hanged” for slandering. After learning to be so merciful in the end 

to Angelo and Banardine - who both receive the “mercy provided” for their misdeeds – the Duke’s 

instinctive outbreak at Lucio, encapsulated as he sternly transitions “and yet here’s one in place I 

cannot pardon”, renders his true priorities questionable. Although he doesn’t not follow through 

with such a punishment, what is condemnable is the fact that he initially seeks to keep his own 

reputation intact – making sure Lucio’s preliminary sentence represents his ruthlessness when 

“slandering the prince” – and thus revealing his personal desires as his main concern. What further 

problematizes this rhetoric is that his proposal to Isabella is most dubious: reasoning that because 

he has “pardoned” her brother the “lovely” Isabella should therefore marry him – the placement of 

such a justification in his line reveals this ulterior motive. It is almost as if all his seemingly righteous 

acts of justice are rather a deeper, ominous and calculating ploy to violate Isabella’s chastity. Though 

the audience is reminded that the play is comedy given the contrived deus ex machina device 

represented by the Duke’s arbitrariness in saving Claudio, what amplifies such a sinister implication 

of his underlying motives is Isabella’s silence and absence of lines after this revelation - almost as if 

she has no autonomy over her future or identity, and is forced to merely accept his proposition. In 

this way, Shakespeare reveals that despite somewhat altruistic intents for Vienna’s society, the Duke 

nonetheless prioritizes himself over others in the end.  

We see that the Duke cannot be simply dismissed into one category as the complexities in character 

that Shakespeare brings forth in this play complicates the audience’s perception on the Duke. 

Although throughout the crux of the play he is evidently manipulative and scheming under the 

disguise as Friar Lodowick, Shakespeare soon reveals that the Duke is ultimately one who wants 

what is best for Vienna – a city where debauchery thrives – and seems partially successful in the 

rectification of such corruption in his resolutions with Angelo and social status of women. However, 

despite these fruitful intentions, his reputation and “name” is undoubtedly his main concern – 

undercutting his previous executions of tempered justice. The Duke, therefore, remains just as 


